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Abstract: Journal self-citations may be increased artificially to inflate a journal’s scientometric
indicators. The aim of this study was to identify possible mechanisms of change in a cohort of
journals that rose from the fourth (Q4) to the first quartile (Q1) over six years or less in Journal
Citation Reports (JCR), and the role of journal self-citations in these changes. A total of 51 different
journals sampled from all JCR Science Citation Index (SCI) subject categories improved their rank
position from Q4 in 2009 to Q1 in any year from 2010 to 2015. I identified changes in the numerator
or denominator of the Journal Impact Factor (JIF) that were involved in each year-to-year transition.
The main mechanism of change was the increase in the number of citations used to compute the JIF.
The effect of journal self-citations in the increase of the JIF was studied. The main conclusion is that
there was no evidence of widespread JIF manipulation through the overuse of journal self-citations.
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1. Introduction and Objectives

Different criteria are used to evaluate and rank academic journals. Perhaps the most frequently
used citation-based ranking is the Journal Impact Factor (JIF), introduced by Eugene Garfield and
first published in 1975 by the Institute of Scientific Information (ISI), then by Thomson Reuters, and
currently by Clarivate Analytics as part of Journal Citation Reports (JCR) [1,2]. The JIF of a given
journal for year Y is calculated according to the following equation [3]:

JIF(Y) =
Citations_in_Y_to_documents_published_in_Y1_and_Y2

Citable_items_published_in_Y1_and_Y2
. (1)

In Equation (1), Y1 and Y2 are the two years before Y. The “citable items” include only articles
and reviews. However, other documents can be cited and they are often cited [4]. Journal rankings of
specific research fields are often used for evaluation purposes, both of authors and institutions [5].

The use of reference sets based on Web of Science subject categories became an established practice
in evaluative bibliometrics [6]. Many years ago, ISI created subject categories for JCR; these categories
were assigned by ISI staff on the basis of a number of criteria including the journal’s title and its citation
patterns [7,8]. Many journals appear in more than one category [9].

For a journal editor, increasing a journal’s impact factor may be an important objective [10].
Journal editors often publish editorials and letters in which they explain that one of their main goals is
to maintain or improve their JIF or their journal’s rank position in JCR [11,12]. Actually, they can even
publish editorials and commissioned opinion articles that cause these increases [13].

In some countries (for example, Spain), academics are awarded economic bonuses for publishing
in prestigious journals, especially those ranked highly in their JCR categories [14,15]. Similarly, many
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Chinese universities pay monetary rewards to staff members who publish Science Citation Index (SCI)
articles in journals with a high JIF [16]. Competition to publish in highly ranked journals can be fierce
and, as a consequence, journals actively try to increase their rank position.

Pajić studied the stability of seven citation-based journal rankings [17], and discovered that many
journals moved from one quartile to another. The plots he published illustrated instances of changes
from Q4 to Q1 from one year to the next.

Percentiles are frequently used in journal ranking systems. Currently, many journals remain in
the same JCR quartile for years, or move up only in small, single-quartile steps. This makes journals
that experience relatively fast transitions from low to high rank positions a strategic research objective.

1.1. Journal Self-Citations and the JIF

According Bornmann and Haunschild, “citations are a target-oriented metric which measures
impact on science” ([18], p. 230). Many comments and letters were published on the topic of author and
journal self-citation. For example, authors complained that self-citations may be increased artificially
to inflate a journal’s scientometric indicators [19–26]. However, as noted by Frandsen, little evidence
exists that relates self-citations to the JIF [27].

Rousseau suggested that a high self-citation rate may be an expression of low journal visibility [28].
Peritz and Bar-Ilan studied the fields of bibliometrics and scientometrics, and discovered an increase
in journal self-citation [29].

Mirsaeid, Motamedi, and Ghorbani selected 12 Iranian medical journals included in Web of
Science and 26 Iranian medical journals included in ISC (Islamic World Science Citation Center),
and studied the correlation between self-citation and JIF. These authors found that there was no
significant difference between self-citation rates in these two databases. In addition, they found no
significant differences between these two databases in the correlation of journal self-citation with
impact factor [30].

Yang, Gao, and Zhang compared the journal self-citation rates for 99 Chinese scientific journals,
and then compared the results with a similar set of 99 non-Chinese journals. They found that, in general,
self-citation rates were higher in Chinese journals [31]. Humphrey, Kiseleva, and Schleicher studied
the self-citation trends over the period of 2000–2012 for all business and management journals indexed
in JCR. In some instances, they found strong increases in self-citation relative to external citations [32].
Lin studied the performance of Asian science and technology (S&T) journals in international citation
indicators. She found that journal self-citations among the studied journals had no significant effect
on the journals’ JIF values [33]. Hongling investigated the self-citation rates from 2007 to 2009 in
journals from China, Japan, India, and Korea included in the SCI. She found that Korea had the highest
self-citation rate, and Japan the lowest. She also discovered that the academic influence of journals
with very low or very high self-citation rates was small [34].

Huang and Lin studied the influence of journal self-citations on the JIF and journal immediacy
index (JII) [35]. They used data for 10 years of publications from 20 journals in environmental
engineering, and found that the inclusion of journal self-citations only slightly modified the JIF and
JII values.

Mimouni et al. investigated the self-citation rate of 117 pediatrics journals listed in the JCR. They
discovered that there was a significant difference between JIF and corrected JIF (without self-citations)
among all journals. They also found that self-citation was more prevalent in journals with a lower JIF
and with a lower corrected JIF [36].

Torabian et al. studied the relationship between self-citation and JIF in open-access medical science
journals indexed by ISI and Directory of Open-Access Journals (DOAJ) in 2007–2008. They found that,
after deleting self-citations, 60% of the journals increased in rank, 27% decreased in rank, and 13%
remained unchanged. They also found a significant relationship between self-citation and JIF [37].
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Opthof studied the top 50 journals listed in the Web of Science category of cardiac and
cardiovascular systems [38]. He studied inflation of the impact factor due to journal self-citation,
and concluded that that journal self-citation among cardiovascular journals was substantial.

As noted above, a simple technique to increase the JIF consists of publishing editorial material
with many journal self-citations [39]. However, in previous studies, we found that manipulation of the
JIF by publishing large amounts of editorial material with many citations to the journal itself was not
a widely used strategy [40].

In another study, we tried ascertaining the possible effect of journal self-citations on the increase
in the JIF of journals for which this scientometric indicator rose at least fourfold in only a few years.
Again, we found no evidence of widespread manipulation of the JIF through the massive use of journal
self-citations [41]. In another article, I studied the factors (citations, self-citations, and number of
articles) that led to large changes in the JIF in only one year in a sample of 360 journals. I discovered that
about 54% of the increases in the JIF were associated with changes in journal self-citation patterns [42].

Yang et al. used data mining techniques to detect JIF manipulation [43]. These authors used eight
algorithms to find suitable methods for detecting impact factor manipulation.

Note that, in general, the effect of added citations on the JIF will be more noticeable for journals
ranked in lower positions. These journals have low JIFs and, thus, benefit more obviously from any
additional citations they receive.

1.2. Coercive Citations

The concept of mandatory or coercive self-citation is not new. This refers to “requests that (i) give no
indication that the manuscript was lacking in attribution; (ii) make no suggestion as to specific articles,
authors, or a body of work requiring review; and (iii) only guide authors to add citations from the
editor’s journal” ([44], p. 542). Resnik, Gutierrez-Ford, and Peddala provide another definition of coercive
citations: “unnecessary references to his/her publication(s)” ([45], p. 307). Coercitive citations could
also be used for personal editors’ benefit [46]. Esfe et al. discussed the types, reasons, benefits, and
drawbacks of this type of self-citation [47]. Martin considers that coercive citations are in clear breach
of the conventions of academic behavior [48]. Mahian and Wongwises considered that such editorial
requests (or requirements) are not ethical and may consequently diminish the journal’s reputation [49].

Yu, Yu, and Wang used logistic regression to develop a classification scheme that identified
journals as normal or abnormal in terms of the use of coercive citations [50]. Chorus and Waltman
studied how the JIF of scholarly journals might be biased by self-citations [51]. These authors
computed the ratio between the relative share of journal self-citations to papers published in the
last two years, and the relative share of journal self-citations to papers published in preceding years.
According these authors, a quotient higher than 1 suggests that the JIF may have been affected by
self-citations. They discovered that there was a relationship between high ratios and coercive journal
self-citation malpractices.

1.3. Objectives

In light of the research summarized above, the main aim of this work was to search for a new
approach to the study of changes in academic journal ranking. I investigated the mechanisms of
change in the JIF, and the effect of journal self-citations on rapid improvements (i.e., over a period of
one to six years) in journal rank position from the bottom to the top quartile within its subject category.
Percentiles are frequently used in journal ranking systems. Undoubtedly, journals that experience
relatively fast transitions from low to high rank positions are a strategic research objective. Currently,
many journals remain in the same JCR quartile for years, or move up only in small, single-quartile
steps. Those that skyrocket are, thus, potentially important sources of data that can shed light on ways
in which editorial policies may affect a given journal’s JIF and rank position.

Of course, other possibilities could be considered, such as to study improvements in seven years
from Q4 to Q1 or changes in five years from Q3 to Q1 and so. However, in order to avoid a complex
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analysis or an apparent somewhat artificial effect of the role of journal self-citations, a more restrictive
criterion is preferred.

2. Methodology

2.1. Data

Data on JIFs were obtained with the tool to consult JCR available for universities in Spain (https:
//www.recursoscientificos.fecyt.es/servicios/indices-de-impacto, accessed October 2017). This tool
covers journals included in the SCI and Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) sections of JCR, and
provides data for the JIFs and their corresponding numerator and denominator. These data can also be
obtained from the usual Web of Science interface available from Clarivate Analytics, formerly managed
by Thomson Reuters.

Data for the years 2009 to 2015 were used only for academic and research purposes. All SCI
journals with a JIF greater than 0 and with no change in the short name field during the years sampled
were selected. The “category code” field label was used to identify subject categories. In the dataset,
each journal appears n times, one for each subject category in which it is included. Journals were listed
in ascending order using the “category code” field, and then in descending order using the “impact
factor” (JIF) field.

During the period studied here, 51 different journals in different JCR subject categories improved
their rank position from Q4 to Q1. Some of these journals appeared in two (BIOFACTORS, IEEE
J-STARS, J HEMATOL ONCOL, MOL ECOL RESOUR) or three (J MANUF SYST) different subject
categories. Given that the ranks and, in some cases, the number of transitions (see below) may differ
among journals in different subject categories, I report these cases here as different instances.

2.2. Procedure

Journals with the same JIF were assigned the same rank. Ranks were always strictly successive.
Next, journals were assigned to quartiles with the algorithm provided on the Thomson Reuters
website (http://ipscience-help.thomsonreuters.com/incitesLiveJCR/JCRGroup/jcrJournalProfile/
jcrJournalProfileRank.html, accessed 19 June 2017). Finally, journals included in Q4 in 2009 and in Q1
in any year from 2010 to 2015 were selected.

The basic unit of analysis used here to study changes from Q4 to Q1 is the “transition”. Box 1
illustrates this approach, and explains the most important data underlying the change from Q4 to Q1 for
the journal DES MONOMERS POLYM (subject category UY) by way of example. This change occurred
across five transitions (2010–2009, 2011–2010, 2012–2011, 2013–2012, and 2014–2013). Each transition
period was defined by an initial and a final year, and each transition was determined by changes in (1)
the JIF; (2) the number of citations used to compute the JIF; (3) the number of citable items; (4) journal
self-citations that contributed to the JIF; and (5) the total number of journal self-citations. These were
the basic variables used here to study the role of journal self-citations in changes from Q4 to Q1.

In theory, the number of transitions could be zero. This would happen, for example, when a journal
is ranked in Q1 in the same year it receives its first JIF. However, in this study, we always start from Q4.

Different mechanisms underlie the quartile transitions (see the work by Kiesslich, Weineck, and
Koelblinger for a detailed discussion [52]). For example, some transitions in Box 1 involved increases
both in the number of citations used to compute the JIF (JIF numerator) and the number of citable
items (JIF denominator). Note also that some transitions from Q4 to Q1 can involve even a decrease in
the number of the quartile. It is clear that, in general, not all transitions from Q4 to Q1 in all journals
occurred in the same way. I, therefore, aimed to identify the mechanism of all transitions in the set of
selected journals during their journey from Q4 to Q1.

Next, transitions involving an increase in citations used to compute the JIF were studied in
more detail.

https://www.recursoscientificos.fecyt.es/servicios/indices-de-impacto
https://www.recursoscientificos.fecyt.es/servicios/indices-de-impacto
http://ipscience-help.thomsonreuters.com/incitesLiveJCR/JCRGroup/jcrJournalProfile/jcrJournalProfileRank.html
http://ipscience-help.thomsonreuters.com/incitesLiveJCR/JCRGroup/jcrJournalProfile/jcrJournalProfileRank.html
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Box 1. Example of data used to calculate transitions. The journal DES MONOMERS POLYM was in the fourth quartile (Q4) in 2009 and entered the
first quartile (Q1) in 2014. There are five transitions. Each transition is identified as the initial year (for example, 2010) and a final year (for example,
2011). C-Self-Citations-JIF: Self-citations-JIF(Y)/Self-citations-JIF(Y-1); C-Self-Citations: Self-citations(Y)/Self-citations(Y-1); C-JIF: JIF(Y)/JIF(Y-1); Q-Self-Citations:
C-Self-citations-JIF/C-Self-citations; where JIF is the Journal Impact Factor, and Y is the year.

Journal DES MONOMERS POLYM

Subject Category UY

Year JIF Quartile Citations JIF Citable Items JIF Self-Citations-JIF Self-Citations Transitions C-Self-Citations-JIF C-Self-Citations C-JIF Q-Self-Citations

2009 0.500 Q4 44 88 3 17
2010 0.711 Q3 64 90 9 18 2010–2009 3.000 1.059 1.422 2.833
2011 1.444 Q2 130 90 38 73 2011–2010 4.222 4.056 2.031 1.041
2012 0.875 Q3 77 88 27 76 2012–2011 0.711 1.041 0.606 0.682
2013 2.210 Q2 179 81 46 116 2013–2012 1.704 1.526 2.526 1.116
2014 2.780 Q1 278 100 83 155 2013–2012 1.804 1.336 1.258 1.350
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2.3. Variables

For every transition in which there was an increase in citations used to compute the JIF, I calculated
the following variables intended to measure changes (see also Box 1):

C-JIF: Quotient (change) in the JIF in one year (Y) divided by JIF in the previous year (Y-1),

C − JIF =
JIF(Y)

JIF(Y − 1)
. (2)

C-Self-Citations-JIF: Quotient (change) in the number of journal self-citations used to compute
the JIF in one year (Y) divided by this number in the previous year (Y-1),

C − Self − Citations − JIF =
Self − Citations − JIF(Y)

Self − Citations − JIF(Y − 1)
. (3)

C-Self-Citations: Quotient (change) in the total number of journal self-citations in one year (Y)
divided by this number in the previous year (Y-1),

C − Self − Citations =
Self − Citations(Y)

Self − Citations(Y − 1)
. (4)

The rationale for the use of the above variables is that they represent the yearly changes in
journal self-citations used to compute the JIF (variable C-Self-Citations-JIF) and in journal self-citations
(variable C-Self-Citations). These two variables were used to compute an overall quotient that allowed
me to detect cases in which the change in the number of journal self-citations that contributed to the
JIF was greater than the change in the number of journal self-citations. A ratio higher than 1 suggested
that the JIF might have been affected or inflated by journal self-citations. Thus, for each transition
involving increased citations used to compute the JIF, the following quotient was calculated:

Q − Self − Citations =
C − Self − Citations − JIF

C − Self − Citations
. (5)

The rationale for the use of the above quotient is clear: in a given journal, it is not unusual for the
number of self-citations used to compute the JIF to increase when the total number of self-citations
also increases. When the Q-Self-Citations quotient was greater than 1, this means that the increase in
the contribution of journal self-citations to all citations used to compute the JIF was greater than the
increase in journal self-citations from one year to the next. This approach is similar to the method used
by Chorus and Waltman [51]. As explained above, these authors used the ratio between the relative
share of journal self-citations to papers published in the previous two years, and the relative share
of journal self-citations to papers published in preceding years. Note, however, that I calculated this
quotient only for data in which the number of journal self-citations increased from one year to the next.

For example, consider again the journal DES MONOMERS POLYM ( Box 1) and the 2011–2010
transition. The number of journal self-citations that contributed to the JIF changed from 9 to 38
(C-Self-Citations-JIF = 4.222) while the number of total journal self-citations changed from 18 to 73
(C-Self-Citations = 4.056). The variable Q-Self-Citations for this pair of years was 1.041.

Instances of transitions in which there was an increase in the number of journal self-citations that
contributed to JIF and the variable Q-Self-Citations was greater than 1 were selected for further scrutiny.

For all calculations, when the denominator of any quotient was zero, the quotient was set to the
dummy value 1 × 1032 (very large) to simulate a zero-division in Excel.

2.4. Further Details

The method described above is a procedure of successive “filtering” or “zooming” (see Box 2).
I started with a large set of journals. Next, I selected those that rose from Q4 to Q1 in six years or
less. Next, I studied the transitions in these journals. Next, I focused on transitions that involved an
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increase in the number of citations, and then I focused on the role of journal self-citations in transitions
with an increase in the number of citations.

The statistical methods used in this study are straightforward, and all calculations were carried
out in Microsoft Excel. In all figures, the numbers represent the upper limit of the ranges.

Box 2. Procedure of successive “filtering” or “zooming".

1. Data on JIFs were obtained, 2009–2015.
2. Selection of all Science Citation Index (SCI) journals with a JIF greater than 0 and with no change in the

short name field during the years sampled.
3. Selection of journals in different Journal Citation Reports (JCR) subject categories that improved their rank

position from Q4 to Q1.
4. Selection of transitions and study of changes in the JIF, the number of citations used to compute the JIF,

the number of citable items, journal self-citations that contributed to the JIF, and the total number of
journal self-citations.

5. Selection of transitions involving an increase in citations used to compute the JIF.
6. Selection of transitions in which the change in the number of journal self-citations that contributed to the

JIF was greater than the change in the number of journal self-citations.

The “additonal data” file contains the data relative to the instances studied.

3. Results and Discussion

The results are presented below in three sections. Firstly, I present the overall results. Next, I study
the transitions. Finally, I focus in journals in which the mechanism of transition involved an increase
in citations.

3.1. Overall Results

A total of 6654 different journals met the conditions cited above to be selected. I found a total
of 57 instances of journals that encompassed a total of 220 transitions from Q4 to Q1. For example,
the journal IEEE J-STARS moved from Q4 to Q1 in categories KV and SR. In the former category,
it experienced five transitions, while, in the latter, it experienced only three. I report these instances
as the short name of the journal followed by the category code (for example, IEEE J-STARS-KV and
IEEE J-STARS-SR). According to this criterion, there were a total of 57 different instances. A total of 42
different subject categories contained journals that experienced changes from Q4 to Q1. Some subject
categories appeared twice (CO, CQ, DM, EX, IA, IQ, KV, RZ) or as many as 8 times (PQ).

Table 1 shows the distributions of instances according to the number of transitions from Q4 to Q1.

Table 1. Number of instances according to the number of transitions journals experienced from Q4
to Q1.

N Transitions N Instances Percentage

1 3 5.3
2 7 12.3
3 15 26.3
4 9 15.8
5 16 28.1
6 7 12.3

Total 57 100.0

Some moved rapidly from Q4 to Q1 in a single transition (three instances: HIST SCI-MQ,
INFLUENZA OTHER RESP-NN, J BIOPHOTONICS-CO) or two transitions (seven instances: ADV
ECOL RES-GU, AUTISM RES-CN, BIOFACTORS-CQ, BIOFACTORS-IA, LASER PHYS-UB, LOG J
IGPL-PQ, SEMICONDUCT SEMIMET-IQ).
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3.2. Mechanisms of Transition

In the whole set of instances, there were 220 transitions. The distribution of these transitions
according to the mechanism of change and the variable C-JIF are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Distribution of the numbers (N) and percentages (%) of transitions according to the mechanism
of change involved in the variable C-JIF. Symbols: - Decrease; + Increase; 0 No change. Empty cells
represent instances that are not possible according to the JIF definition.

C-JIF

Numerator Denominator − (N) − (%) + (N) + (%) Total (N) Total (%)

− − 15 6.8 16 7.3 31 14.1
− 0 1 0.5 1 0.5
− + 7 3.2 7 3.2
0 − 2 0.9 2 0.9
+ − 69 31.4 69 31.4
+ 0 10 4.5 10 4.5
+ + 5 2.3 95 43.2 100 45.5

Total 28 12.7 192 87.3 220 100.0

As expected, most transitions involved an increase in the JIF numerator (81.4%). In almost all of
these transitions, the change in JIF was positive.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of instances according to the quotient of the JIF for the year
when the journal reached Q1 (JIF(Q1) divided by the 2009 JIF (JIF(2009)). In 28 instances (about 50%),
the quotient was 4 or less. However, in five instances (about 9%), this quotient was greater than 8.
These instances represent considerable increases in the JIF.
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Figure 1. Distribution of journals according the quotient of Journal Impact Factor (JIF) in the year when
it entered the first quartile (Q1), JIF(Q1), divided by the 2009 JIF, JIF(2009).

As explained in the Section 2, all transitions that involved an increase in the number of citations
were selected for further study. There were 179 such transitions (Table 3).
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Table 3. Transitions in which the citations used to compute the JIF increased. +: the JIF denominator
increased; 0: the JIF denominator did not change; −: the JIF denominator decreased. Gray cells
represent years outside the range of study. Empty cells represent transitions that did not involve
increased citations used to compute the JIF.

Journal+Category 2010–2009 2011–2010 2012–2011 2013–2012 2014–2013 2015–2014
ACTA DIABETOL-IA + + −
ADV ECOL RES-GU + −
ADV GEOPHYS-LE −

AM J NURS-RZ − −
ASTERISQUE-PQ + −
AUTISM RES-CN + +

B MALAYS MATH SCI SO-PQ + + + +
BANACH J MATH ANAL-PQ + − +

BIOCHEM MEDICA-PW + + + − −
BIOFACTORS-CQ − −
BIOFACTORS-IA − −

BRAIN IMAGING BEHAV-RX + − − + +
CHINESE J AERONAUT-AI + + − + +

CURR TOP MEMBR-DA − − − − −
DES MONOMERS POLYM-UY + 0 − +

DIGEST ENDOSC-YA + + − − + +
DISS MATH-PQ − + 0

ELECTRON T NUMER
ANA-PN −

FETAL DIAGN THER-SD + − 0 −
GENES NUTR-SA − +

GEOCHRONOMETRIA-TE + +
HIST SCI-MQ +
HYSTRIX-ZM + + 0 −

IEEE J-STARS-KV + + + + +
IEEE J-STARS-SR + + +

INFLUENZA OTHER
RESP-NN +

INT J DIGIT EARTH-KV + + − +
INT J GEN SYST-EX + 0 + +

INT J GREEN ENERGY-DT + + +
IRISH VET J-ZC + −

J BIOPHOTONICS-CO +
J EXP CLIN CANC RES-DM + + − −
J FOOD SCI TECH MYS-JY − − − − +
J GENET GENOMICS-KM − − − − −
J HEMATOL ONCOL-DM + + −
J HEMATOL ONCOL-MA + + −

J MANUF SYST-IJ 0 + +
J MANUF SYST-IK 0 + +
J MANUF SYST-PE 0 + +

J NEUROPSYCHOL-VI + + +
J NUCL SCI TECHNOL-RY + −

LASER PHYS-UB + +
LOG J IGPL-PQ − +

MAR RESOUR ECON-JU − − − −
MAT SCI SEMICON PROC-IQ − + + + +

MATH MED BIOL-MC − − +
MINER METALL PROC-PZ − + 0 + −
MOL ECOL RESOUR-CQ + − −
MOL ECOL RESOUR-HT + − −

MULTIDIM SYST SIGN P-EX + − + +
NURS INQ-RZ 0 − +

PLANT MOL BIOL REP-CO + + +
PUBL MAT-PQ + + −

REV SYMB LOGIC-PQ + − + + +
RUSS MATH SURV+-PQ −

SEMICONDUCT SEMIMET-IQ −
Z MED PHYS-VY − − + − +
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Many transitions listed in Table 3 involved a decrease in the number of citable items
(JIF denominator). This decrease may help increase the JIF regardless of whether the number of
citations used to compute the JIF (i.e., citations to items published in the two previous years) increased,
remained unchanged, or decreased (provided that this decrease was smaller than the decrease in the
number of citable items). As noted by Opthof, Coronel, and Janse, a good strategy to increase the
JIF might be to publish fewer, but better papers. These authors simulated the effect of deleting some
papers from the JIF formula, and also deleted the citations that these papers received. They found that
if only manuscripts with a 100% priority score were published, the JIF would have increased [53].

3.3. Role of Journal Self-Citations in Transitions Involving Increased Citations

In 81 of the 179 transitions listed in Table 3 (54.8%), the number of journal self-citations that
contributed to the JIF increased, and the variable Q-Self-Citations was greater than 1. For 15 transitions,
the variable Q-Self-Citations could be not calculated, because the data for journal self-citations or
journal self-citations that contributed to the JIF were labeled as “not available” in JCR.

Table 4 shows the data on the percentages of journal self-citations that contributed to the JIF in
the final year in all transitions that involved an increase in the number of citations and in the number
of journal self-citations that contributed to the JIF, and the values of Q-Self-Citations were greater than
1. These transitions were detected in the 34 different journals shown in Table 4.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the transitions listed in Table 4 according to the percentage of
citations used to compute the JIF that were journal self-citations.
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Table 4. Percentage of journal self-citations that contributed to the JIF in the final year in transitions
that involved an increase in the number of total citations and journal self-citations that contributed
to the JIF (JIF numerator), and with values of Q-Self-Citations greater than 1. Empty cells represent
transitions that did not meet the above conditions. Grey cells represent years outside the study period.

Journal+Category 2010–2009 2011–2010 2012–2011 2013–2012 2014–2013 2015–2014
ACTA DIABETOL-IA 17.7 27.6
ADV ECOL RES-GU 13.8 45.8

B MALAYS MATH SCI SO-PQ 30.8 35.0 44.8
BIOCHEM MEDICA-PW 51.1 45.9

BRAIN IMAGING BEHAV-RX 4.1 6.3
CHINESE J AERONAUT-AI 22.6 34.5

DES MONOMERS POLYM-UY 14.1 29.2 25.7 29.9
DIGEST ENDOSC-YA 14.4 15.0 16.8 11.8

ELECTRON T NUMER
ANA-PN 12.1

FETAL DIAGN THER-SD 16.7 16.6
GEOCHRONOMETRIA-TE 3.4

HIST SCI-MQ 17.2
HYSTRIX-ZM 28.6 7.7

IEEE J-STARS-KV 34.8 44.0
IEEE J-STARS-SR 34.8

INT J DIGIT EARTH-KV 32.5 12.7
INT J GEN SYST-EX 38.2 9.4

INT J GREEN ENERGY-DT 14.9
IRISH VET J-ZC 7.7

J BIOPHOTONICS-CO 5.0
J EXP CLIN CANC RES-DM 5.6 17.6
J FOOD SCI TECH MYS-JY 42.1 54.7
J GENET GENOMICS-KM 2.1 10.0
J HEMATOL ONCOL-DM 14.8 13.6
J HEMATOL ONCOL-MA 14.8 13.6

J MANUF SYST-IJ 39.1 47.8 39.1
J MANUF SYST-IK 39.1 47.8 39.1
J MANUF SYST-PE 39.1 47.8 39.1
LASER PHYS-UB 35.8 60.9
LOG J IGPL-PQ 25.4

MAR RESOUR ECON-JU 29.0 34.5 33.3
MAT SCI SEMICON PROC-IQ 1.3 12.1 18.5 25.5

MINER METALL PROC-PZ 23.1 13.9 21.9
MULTIDIM SYST SIGN P-EX 16.2 21.1 43.3

NURS INQ-RZ 14.8 7.0
PLANT MOL BIOL REP-CO 6.3 57.3 71.2

PUBL MAT-PQ 6.9
Z MED PHYS-VY 19.0 10.4

How many journal self-citations are acceptable? Many years ago, an ISI report stated that 82%
of the total 2002 JCR coverage had self-citations rates at or below 20% [54]. According to Yu, Yu, and
Wang, “journals with a self-citation rate beyond 20% are considered suspicious journals that may be
involved with coercive self-citation” ([50], p. 125). In this connection, it appears that, in the three most
recent editions of JCR, journals suppressed for excessive self-citation had a rate of self-citations that
contributed to their JIF of at least 50% [55]. According to an intermediate “ad hoc” criterion, in about
63% of the transitions listed in Table 4, the percentage of journal self-citations that contributed to the
JIF was 30% or less. Only in five transitions (among 81), the percentage of journal self-citations was
greater than 50%.

Some instances merit additional comment. For example, the journal PLANT MOL BIOL REP
(subject category CO) experienced three transitions listed in Table 4. In the first one, the percentage of
journal self-citations among all citations used to compute the JIF was only about 6%. However, in the
two subsequent transitions these percentages increased to 57.3% and 71.2%.

The instances with the highest percentages of self-citation were LASER PHYS (subject category
UB), with 60.9% in 2011, and PLANT MOL BIOL REP (subject category CO), with 71.2% in 2012. These
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two journals showed a rising trend in the percentage of journal self-citations that contributed to the JIF
in the final year, in transitions that involved an increase in the number of total citations. In the former
journal, the increase was from 35.8% to 60.9%, while, in the latter, the increase was from 6.3% to 57.3%,
and subsequently to 71.2%. It is clear that, in these instances, the change from Q4 to Q1 involved a
considerable journal self-citation component.

In contrast, the journal BRAIN IMAGING BEHAV (subject category RX) rose from Q4 to Q1
in five transitions, only two of which appear in Table 4. In these two transitions, the percentage of
journal self-citations was very low, i.e., 4.1% and 6.3%. The journal GEOCHRONOMETRIA (subject
category TE) moved from Q4 to Q1 in six transitions, only one of which appears in Table 4. In this case,
the percentage of journal self-citations used to compute the JIF was also very low at 3.4%. Note that
Table 4 shows only transitions that involved an increase in the number of total citations and journal
self-citations that contributed to the JIF (JIF numerator), in journals with a Q-Self-Citation value greater
than 1.

4. Conclusions

Although the JIF is criticized for many reasons, it remains one of the most widely used
scientometric indicators. Manipulation of this indicator should be considered one of the sins a journal
can commit. Krell and Romano (among others) warned against excessive numbers of journal
self-citations [56,57], and there is now growing awareness that journals with unusually high numbers
of self-citations might be banned from JCR. However, to punish intentional manipulations of the JIF,
Thomson Reuters started banning journals with too many self-citations from the JCR for two years.
The use of the JIF computed without journal self-citations could help avoid manipulations. However,
“citation circles”, defined as “groups of journals that tend to cite themselves mutually in order to increase their
JIFs” could be more difficult to detect [58].

In the present study, I used a sample of journals with low rank positions in their respective
subject categories in 2009 as source data to study how these journals attained better rank positions.
Their progress was linked mainly to increases in the number of citations, but transitions that involved
increased citations (JIF numerator) were often accompanied by reductions in the number of citable
items (JIF denominator). As explained above, I believe this is an effective and legitimate way of raising
the JIF, i.e., by publishing fewer, but better articles.

In about 50% of the instances I found, the JIF quotient for the year when the journal entered Q1
divided by the 2009 JIF (when the journal was in Q4) was 4 or less. This figure does not appear to
reflect a very large increase in the JIF among journals with large improvements in their rank positions.

Next, I focused on transitions in which the increase in journal self-citations that contributed to
JIF from one year to the next was greater than the change in journal self-citations. The target of this
analysis was the percentage of journal self-citations that contributed to the JIF. In about 63% of the
transitions listed in Table 4, the percentage of journal self-citations that contributed to the JIF was
30% or less. Only in five transitions (among 81), the percentage of journal self-citations was greater
than 50%.

Taken together, these results suggest that, for this particular sample of journals which experienced
a sharp upturn in their rank position within their subject categories, there is no evidence of widespread
manipulation of the JIF through the massive use of journal self-citations. The percentages of journal
self-citations that contributed to the JIF were, in general, not very high.
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